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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a project called Knowing Camera for real-time
recognizing and annotating places-of-interest(POI) in smartphone
photos, with the availability of online geotagged images of such
places. We propose a “Spatial+Visual” (S+V) framework which
consists of a probabilistic field-of-view model in the spatial phase
and sparse coding similarity metric in the visual phase to recognize
phone-captured POIs. Moreover, we put forward an offline Collab-
orative Salient Area (COSTAR) mining algorithm to detect com-
mon visual features (called Costars) among the noisy photos geo-
tagged on each POI, thus to clean the geotagged image database.
The mining result can be utilized to annotate the region-of-interest
on the query image during the online query processing. Besides,
this mining procedure further improves the efficiency and accu-
racy of the S+V framework. Our experiments in the real-world
and Oxford 5K datasets show promising recognition and annota-
tion performances of the proposed approach, and that the proposed
COSTAR mining technique outperforms state-of-the-art approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the wide proliferation of smartphones, the world

is being captured through millions of phone cameras, and then dis-
played in images via Internet social applications (e.g. Facebook
and Flickr) to an enormous audience. These images, ever increas-
ing in numbers at an unprecedented rate, comprise a rich and useful
cyber data-source for the physical world.

Think of a tourist visiting an unfamiliar city holding a GPS-
equipped smartphone. Some of the greatest conveniences she could
have are: (1) Upon taking a photo of a place (e.g. a tower or a coffee
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shop) using her mobile phone, the gadget displays in seconds a pop-
up, showing the name of the place, probably with a URL directing
to further information about it; (2) Afterwards, her friends would
be able to watch her online photos, automatically annotated with re-
spective place names, without requesting for time-consuming and
error-prone tagging. This paper reports our recent work on the
Knowing Camera (KC) project, which aims at developing a system
for recognizing and annotating outdoor Places-of-Interest (POIs)
captured in smartphone photos, relying on geotagged photo shar-
ing Web services (for example Flickr).

The main requirements for KC are two-fold: (1) First, it has to
recognize the POI being captured in the smartphone photo; (2) Sec-
ond, it needs to annotate the respective screen region in the photo
containing the POI. We address the first problem by presenting a
general “spatial + visual” (S+V) framework. Then we extend our
work to solve the second problem with a COSTAR mining algo-
rithm. Notably, the output of the mining algorithm can be used
to further enhance our solution to the first problem, namely POI
recognition.

Motivating The S+V Framework

We shall start by introducing the motivation of our solution to POI
recognition. Generally, there are two categories of existing tech-
niques towards POI recognition, namely the spatial techniques and
the visual ones.

• A naive spatial approach uses location-based method to find
POIs in the vicinity of the query’s GPS location. Unfortu-
nately, this approach is flawed as the place being captured
could be one mile away, not to mention dozens of other POIs
which are closer to the camera. To make things even worse,
the GPS location received by phone is known to be erro-
neous. Although the number of candidate POIs can be further
reduced using the camera geometries (known as the field-

of-view or FOV), those in the same FOV are still hard to
discriminate. Moreover, the camera geometries read from
phone sensors are also considerably erroneous.

• In contrast, a typical visual approach computes the visual

similarity between the query image and online geo-tagged
photos, which are widely available for many POIs on the
global map (e.g. Flickr and Panaramio). By visually match-
ing the online photos which are associated with the nearby
POIs, a ranking of these POIs can be obtained. The prob-
lem with the visual approach is the large and impure image
database to be searched on. On one hand, it is just too ex-
pensive to plough through all the images with similar visual
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features. On the other hand, the search effectiveness is often
harmed by the noises contained in the database.

To address the problems with either of the above two approaches,
we employ a general S+V framework which combines the spatial
and visual techniques. Our framework relies on the following ob-
servations: (1) Though it is easy to acquire the camera geometries
(FOV) of photos shot from a smartphone, it is not the case for those
from the online image sharing sites. This implies that images in the
database are not accompanied by their respective FOV information.
(2) The sensor readings in cameras are erroneous. Thus, the param-
eters for phone direction, viewing angles, and camera location may
all contain uncertainty. (3) As online photos associated with each
POI contain high impurity, simply computing the visual similarity
between the query and POI-tagged photos leads to indiscriminating
results – similarity values which are indistinct among several POIs.
Moreover, it must be noted that performing visual clustering does
not help in such case.

In view of the above observations, we exploit the synergy of
a probabilistic FOV model and a sparse-coding visual matching

technique to facilitate POI recognition. The former gives each POI
around the photographer a likelihood of being captured by the cam-
era while the latter makes the resultant visual similarity reasonably
discriminative. It must be noted, however, that although our S+V
framework performs well in recognizing the POI of a query photo,
it cannot remove the noises in the database. Nor does it annotate
the query photo, which itself may contain noises.

Motivating Collaborative Salient Area Mining

The need for annotating the screen region of a POI in a photo is ob-
vious – people want to know about and highlight places-of-interest.
However, automatic object annotation is known to be a challenging
task, as knowledge (or semantics) of the objects in images cannot
be easily acquired from the visual features.

We propose to achieve automatic region annotation by making
use of the crowd intelligence in the geotagged photos shared on the
Web. Our approach is motivated by two observations:

(1) As mentioned above, the social geotagged photos of POIs in
the database usually contain not only rich visual features matching
those in the query photo, but also visual and semantic noises. In
fact, many of the POIs are dominated by semantically irrelevant
images. It makes little sense to compute visual similarity on nois-
es. A simple study of numerous photos associated with POIs could
reveal that, the “truly” visually similar ones (judged by human per-
ception) comprise only a small portion of all. The issue is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 1, which contains the associated photos of
a few POIs. These noisy photos can be classified into two types:
the irrelevant photos which do not show any outdoor appearance
of the POIs, and the noisy ones which include not only some visual
data of the POIs but also some other objects, such as human beings,
plants, and vehicles etc. Therefore, the key issue for region anno-
tation is to identify the “useful visual information” in the database
while discarding the noises.

(2) Among the POI-bound photos in the database, many of the
noisy ones share common visual features in groups, as the photog-
raphers have their crowd knowledge of the POIs included in the
photos. This motivates us to treat similar visual feature points as
items, and then conduct an offline frequent itemset mining algorith-
m to find the common visual feature points, which appear in multi-
ple photos in the database. This mining process is called COSTAR
(COllaborative SalienT ARea) mining, and literally each of these
frequent items is named a Costar. Subsequently, the run-time vi-
sual matching (during query processing) can be done merely on

Statue of Liberty

Jefferson Memorial

Big Ben

Malabar Mosque

Figure 1: Flickr photos tagged by their POI names. The red-

framed ones indicate the irrelevant photos which do not show

the outdoor appearances of the respective places while the blue-

framed ones indicate the noisy ones with occlusions such as peo-

ple, vehicles and trees.

the Costars, without involving the great number of noisy features.
As a result, both the effectiveness and the efficiency of the visual
matching can be improved.

By mapping the Costars (feature points) in the screen space, all
the contributing noisy photos can have their salient regions marked
in offline processing. Photos without Costars are considered irrele-
vant and can be expunged from the database. It is also possible to
mark the Costars on the query image in real-time during the online
query processing. Such marking provides good basis for on-screen
object annotation.

Contributions

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We present the Spatial+Visual framework for accessing a set
of POIs and their associated online photos, thus to support
recognition of POIs from smartphone pictures (Section 3).
The framework can be easily expanded to Web-scale.

• We describe the detailed techniques employed in the S+V
framework, including the Probabilistic FOV (pFOV) model
and the Sparse Coding Similarity metric (in Section 4).

• Based on the S+V framework, we present a COSTAR Min-
ing algorithm to detect the salient features appearing in both
the relevant images of the database and the query (Section
5). We also describe the technique to expedite the mining
process.

• Our experiments (Section 6) on a real phone-captured dataset
and the well-known Oxford dataset show the effectiveness of
the proposed approach in both POI recognition and salient
region detection.
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Figure 2: Basic S+V recognition process on a toy dataset. When a query is issued at q, a set of photos (blue markers) are selected.

Their respective POIs (red markers) are filtered by pFOV culling. POI pa and pb remain as the candidate POIs, and their associated

images become the candidate images. Each candidate POI is given a probabilistic geo-relevance with regard to the query. Next, the

SC-similarity discriminates these POIs in the visual phase. Combining the spatial and visual relevances gives the final ranking.

2. RELATED WORK
Image retrieval and recognition There exist numerous research
works trying to recognize or retrieve images by visual similarity.
Many of them are based on the bag-of-visual-words model[18, 16,
15] which is inspired from information retrieval and text mining.
The approaches vary widely from query expansion[7, 6] to soft as-
signment[17, 10], all aiming at increasing recall while maintain-
ing high precision. However, our goal is not to retrieve all similar
images given a query image, but to recognize the captured objec-
t. Therefore the above work cannot readily satisfy our need for
specific POI recognition. The work in [16] attempts to recognize
campus buildings by ranking photos in descending order of their
visual similarity to a query. However, the method is hard to scale
out to a massive dataset as it utilizes pure visual techniques.

A few related work attempt to recognize the place name given a
geo-tagged image[22, 12, 4, 5], with the objective similar to ours.
The work in [22] performs landmark mining and recognition rely-
ing on two information sources, namely GPS-tagged photos from
photo-sharing website and travel guide articles. The method con-
structs an undirected weighted match region graph via a learning
process on the landmark images, and then utilizes the graph for
recognition. Another landmark recognition work[12] attempts to
reconstruct the 3D structure modeled from the landmark image col-
lection using a so-called iconic scene graph. The main drawback
of these works is that they do not work for non-landmark places,
which are possibly tagged by only a handful of images. The work
in [5] is able to achieve city-scale landmark identification on mo-
bile devices. However, the scheme requires the visual database to
be constructed by a mobile vehicle which collects the omnidirec-
tional street-level image data of a city. Although the method de-
livers attractive output, it is impractical to be deployed at a global
scale due to its high cost. Moreover, the method cannot work for
POIs located off the street.

The most relevant work is [4], which also combines the spatial
and visual approaches in a layered structure. On the first layer, s-
patial partitioning is employed to retrieve a set of candidate images
which are organized in visual clusters during precomputation. On
the second layer, visual similarity is compared against each visual
cluster to retrieve the visually similar photos. Unfortunately, this
method cannot address our problem, because (i) a photo visually
similar to a query may not be properly tagged by a POI, and (i-

i) even if each photo is tagged correctly, visually similar photos
might be tagged by different POIs. Thus it is still impossible to
recognize the ONE place that is queried for. Another problem with
the method is that it requires very expensive precomputation (vi-
sual clustering of images). As the database scales out, the cost to
maintain the visual data structure is also expensive.

Salient region mining and detection A lot of work exist in the
field of salient region detection which aims at detecting visually
salient image regions[3, 21, 13]. These works typically produce a
saliency map as the output, so that the region with high intensity
in the map is expected to contain the object of interest. Unfortu-
nately, these algorithms always perform poorly when dealing with
complicated real-world scenes. When processing photos contain-
ing humans, vehicles, and other objects, the conventional saliency
detection algorithm can hardly produce correct output for places-
of-interest, which are typically in the background of the photos.

We consider a salient region as a set of local features which co-
occur in a number of images of the POI. This idea is inspired by
the work in [19], which is actually not aimed at saliency detec-
tion. In [19], a small subset of local features are selected as “useful
features” for recognition if two photos in the dataset both contain
them. This method can filtered out noises in the photos, such as
people or vehicles, to some limited extent. However, the filtering is
too relaxed as any object appearing for twice in the dataset would
be taken as ‘useful’. Thus, the method proposed in [19] cannot be
effective for saliency detection. Another problem with the work
is that it adopts the very expensive RANSAC technique to detec-
t false-positive matched features before the useful-feature extrac-
tion. Thus, it cannot afford either efficiency or robustness when
producing the final output.

In our solution, we attempt to extract the salient region from a
more strict filtering mechanism. As a result, the output from our
algorithm would be more meaningful and resilient to noises, as is
shown in our experiments.

3. OVERVIEW OF KNOWING CAMERA
KC uses a Spatial+Visual framework for POI recognition. The

data in our framework consists of (1) a POI database denoted by
P , where each point p ∈ P has a geo-location p.loc; and (2) an

image database denoted by S, where each photo s ∈ S has a geotag
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location s.loc and is also associated with one POI in P . To expedite
spatial access, we also employ an R-tree indexing all images in S
by their locations s.loc.

Generally, a recognition query q contains a query image q.img,
and its camera geometries stored in q.fov, including its GPS lo-
cation, the angles of view, the maximum visible distance, and the
direction of the camera. Each query is processed in three consec-
utive phases, namely the spatial phase, the visual phase, and the
final ranking phase, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Furthermore, we enhance the above framework with a novel of-
fline process called COSTAR mining. This technique can bene-
fit our framework in two ways: First, its output, which we call
Costars, can be used to improve the efficiency of the aforemen-
tioned visual phase. Second, the pre-computed Costars facilitate
real-time annotation of the query photo.

For better readability, we will present an overview of all these
techniques in two separate parts, namely the basic framework, and
the COSTAR enhancements.

3.1 The S+V Framework
We describe the basic S+V Framework in this section.

3.1.1 The Spatial Phase

The spatial phase takes the camera location as the center and
makes a 2D square range query on the R-tree to retrieve images
which are geotagged in the query box. These images are called
“local images”.

Next, the POIs associated with the local images undergo a prob-

abilistic FOV culling procedure which removes the POIs that are
geometrically impossible to appear in the query image. Images as-
sociated with any culled POI are deleted from the local image set.
The remaining local images now become the candidate images, and
their associated POIs are considered the candidate POIs. One im-
portant issue to note is that, unlike a candidate image, a candidate
POI does not have to be inside the query box, e.g. point pe in Figure
4.

Subsequently, we compute for each candidate POI p a geometric-
relevance value (denoted by geo-relevance), which indicates the
geographical probability that p appears in the query pFOV.

3.1.2 The Visual Phase

Given a list of candidate images, we consider each of their re-
spective visual feature vectors as a basis signal, and employ the
sparse coding technique to obtain a linear combination of the basis
vectors, which maximally reproduces the original signal (the fea-
ture vector of the original image). We shall justify the reason for
using sparse coding later.

Each weight in the linear combination indicates the contribution
of the respective basis signal to reproduce the query image. These
weight values are then used as the visual similarity for each re-
spective candidate image with regard to the query. Finally, these
weight values are aggregated by different POIs, so that each POI
receives the sum of all the weights from its associated candidate
images. The aggregated weights are also called sparse coding sim-

ilarity (SC-similarity) for each POI.

3.1.3 The Ranking Phase

We use a straightforward method to combine the spatial and vi-
sual phase in a weighted voting:

score = λ · geo-relevance+ (1− λ) · SC-similarity, (1)

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 controls the preference for the spatial model or
the visual one. Then the POI with the top ranking score is the final
recognition result.

3.2 COSTAR Enhancements
A Costar in a photo is defined as a robust and useful feature

point located in the outdoor appearance of the captured POI. There
might be hundreds of Costars in a photo. The salient region of a
photo is a screen region covering all its Costars. We shall first look
at the offline mining process of finding Costars for images in the
database, and then describe the Costar-augmented visual matching
and annotation techniques.

3.2.1 Offline Mining

We use a certain category of visual features called local features

[20] for COSTAR mining. Each image q in the database is consid-
ered a fake “query” and undergoes a visual reconstruction process,
where the query feature vector is attempted to be reproduced by
neighboring images (those geotagged in its vicinity). In many cas-
es, this will give a set of feature points that are frequently matched
in the neighboring images. These feature points are taken as the
Costars of q. However, if the reconstruction fails, or that q cannot
be reproduced from neighboring images within an acceptable error,
then q is considered an irrelevant image and can be expunged from
the database. As a result, the database will be cleaned and con-
tain only relevant (and probably noisy) images with their respective
Costars marked.

3.2.2 The Visual Phase With Costars

With the Costars detected for all images in the database, we can
improve the visual phase of the S+V framework. As all irrelevant
images are discarded from the database, the population of the can-
didate images to be considered in the visual phase is significantly
reduced. Then we conduct the sparse coding technique on the re-
maining photos (excluding those discarded in offline mining), and
take the aggregated weight values as the sparse coding similarity
for each POI. Since the number of candidates becomes smaller, the
visual matching is expected to be more efficient.

3.2.3 Online Query Annotation

Now the online salient region annotation for the query photo is
straightforward. We only need to find the Costars in the query im-
age which also appear in the visually similar images, or those with
high SC-similarity values. These Costars can be marked on the
query image, and their minimum bounding rectangle can be plotted
to annotate the salient region of the POI. As the number of visually
similar images contributing Costars is small, the annotation can be
done in real-time.

4. SPATIAL AND VISUAL TECHNIQUES
In this section, we will give the details of computation in the

spatial phase and visual one.

4.1 Spatial Technique

4.1.1 The Probabilistic FOV Model

Given a query q, figure 3 illustrates the probabilistic FOV (p-
FOV) model, which is derived from the conventional FOV (field-
of-view) model. The conventional FOV model consists of 4 pa-
rameters, namely the camera location q, the camera direction ~v, the
viewing angle α, and the maximum visible distance R. However,
the first three quantities contain an abundance of uncertainty due
to device errors and such uncertainty of FOV parameters define the
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Figure 3: The probabilistic FOV model consisting of 4 parame-

ters, namely the camera location q, the camera direction ~v, the

camera viewing angle α, and the maximum visible distance R.

probabilistic FOV of the camera. Specifically, we model the prob-
ability distribution function of POI p being captured by an exact
FOV at q as the following function:

P (θ, d) = e
−

‖θ‖2

2σ1
2 · e

−
‖d‖2

2σ2
2 (2)

where θ is the angle between ~v and−→qp and d = ‖pq‖. σ1 and σ2 are
parameters which ensure that P (θ, d) is a negligible value (≈ 0) if
p is outside the FOV region.

Consider the probabilistic FOV model where the first three pa-
rameters become uncertain, the probability of a POI p captured by
a query image is a cumulative distribution function which is given
by an integral of Equation 2

geo-relevance =

∫

Q

e
−

‖θ‖2

2σ1
2 · e

−
‖d‖2

2σ2
2 dq (3)

where Q is the circular region for the Gaussian distribution of the
camera location with radius r.

Evaluating Equation 3 is difficult. Alternatively, we use a sam-
pling based method to solve it approximately. We divide the inte-
gral area(the shaded circle in Figure 3) into equal-sized small grid
cells so that P (θ, d) is considered to be identical for all qi points
in the same cell ∆q. Thus the cumulative probability for ∆q is
P (θ, d) ·∆q. The marginal cells which overlap the circle boundary
are ignored as their cumulative probabilities are very small. As a
result, the whole integral can be approximated by

geo-relevance ≈

N∑
i=1

e
−

‖θi‖
2

2σ1
2 · e

−
‖di‖

2

2σ2
2 ·∆q (4)

where N is the number of cells.

4.1.2 Probabilistic FOV Culling

It can be seen that for any POI p appearing in the query FOV,
there must exist a probabilistic FOV instance (at qi) which contains
p. In other words, the union of all pFOV instances must cover all
possible candidate POIs. This observation leads to a pFOV culling

algorithm, which relies on the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: All candidate POIs whose locations are outside the u-

nion of all pFOV instances can be discarded.

A sample process of pFOV culling is given in Figure 4, where
POIs located in the shaded region can be culled. Thus, POIs pc,
pd can be culled, because their actual FOVs cannot be any pFOV
instance for q. However, pe cannot be culled because it is within
the reach of a possible pFOV instance (q′), even when it is outside
the query box.
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Figure 4: Illustration of pFOV culling and candidate im-

ages/POIs. The blue markers indicate the geotagged locations

of the images {si}, while the red ones {pi} indicate their re-

spective POIs. The circular sectors centered at q, q′, and q′′

illustrate the pFOV instances given a camera GPS reading at

location q.

4.2 Visual Technique
To compute the visual similarity, each candidate image is rep-

resented as a bag-of-visual-words column vector. Let D be the
matrix where each column is the vector for each candidate image
in C. Then the problem can be described as: Given a query image
x, can we represent it as a linear combination of other candidate
images(columns in D). This is a typical problem of sparse coding
and the objection function is given by

min
ω

1

2
‖Dw − x‖2 + α ‖w‖

1
(5)

where α controls the sparsity in w and ‖w‖
1

is the l1-norm of the
parameter vector. Furthermore, the original query image x can be
reconstructed by multiplying D by the sparse code w.

This optimization problem is called Lasso and can be solved by
the least angle regression(LAR) approach [8]. The optimization re-
sult is a sparse code as w = (ω0, ω1, ..., ωp)

T , where ωi indicates
the contribution of the ith candidate image to reproduce the query
image. Weight value ωi is then used as the visual similarity be-
tween candidate image i and the query. Finally, these weight values
are aggregated by different POIs, so that each POI receives the sum
of all the weights from its associated candidate images. The aggre-
gated weights are called sparse coding similarity (SC-similarity)
for each POI.

SC-similarity =

∑
di∈POI ωi∑

ωi
(6)

5. COSTAR MINING
In this section, we describe the techniques of mining and us-

ing Costars in our framework. We first present the offline Costar

mining algorithm. Then we propose two additional techniques to
address issues with the mining algorithm. One is a post-procedure
called grid-based denoising, which removes non-robust outliers pro-
duced by the mining algorithm. The other is an approximate nearest
neighbor technique to expedite the mining process. The entire pro-
cess of Costar mining is depicted in Figure 5. In the end, we briefly
describe the online Costar annotation procedure.
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Figure 5: COSTAR mining example. Note that the mining process may lead false-positive outliers which will be eliminated by grid

based denoising.

Definition 1: Given a set of photos S = {pi}, each photo pi is
associated with a GPS location pi.loc and a set of detected local
features (e.g. SIFT), denoted by F (pi) = {fj} (j = i1, i2, . . .). A
local feature fm of pi is called a Costar, if fm also appears in at
least c photos in S other than pi. Formally, if ∃fm ∈ F (pi) so that
set D = {pk|fm ∈ F (pk),∀pk ∈ S ∧ k 6= i} contains at least c
photos, or |D| ≥ c, we say fm is a Costar. The set of all Costars of
photo pi is denoted by CST (pi).

Note that a photo may contain none or numerous Costars, de-
pending on the quality of the photo itself and its context (the photo
set S). Given an image dataset S, a photo in it may contain no
Costars if it is visually irrelevant to any other photos in S. On the
contrary, it may contain thousands of them, if it finds many similar
local features among the other images in S.

5.2 Basic Offline Mining Algorithm
Our target of COSTAR mining is to find the Costars for each

photo in the database. However, it is unnecessary to search for
Costars across the whole database. The reason is that, given an
image q at a geolocation q.loc, it makes little sense to search for
meaningful Costars among photos which are located at a great dis-
tance from q.loc, as those very distant photos cannot be capturing
the same POI in q. Thus, we can reduce the search space of mining
to a limited geographical area using the spatial index.

The basic mining algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. We s-
tart from a noisy photo database S in which each photo is associat-
ed with a geotag and a set of local features. We use SIFT[14] points
as the local features in our implementation due to their robustness.
Firstly, for each photo xi in the database, we perform a range query
on a spatial index (R-tree in our implementation), which produces
a set of nearby photos named D. Secondly, a visual reconstruction
process is conducted which attempts to reproduce xi with D via
sparse coding technique. If the reconstruction attempt fails, xi is
considered as an irrelevant photo and it can be discarded from the
database. Next, we select the set of images which have high SC-
similarities with xi and denote it by D′. For each photo d in D′,
we perform a SIFT feature matching between xi and d to obtain a
set of matched features (items) in xi. When we finish matching all
photos in D′ to xi, those frequently matched items in xi are taken
as the Costars.

Note that our mining algorithm is not restricted to any particular
visual similarity metric. One can easily replace the SC-similarity
on Line 8 with other metrics. However, the SC-similarity proved
to perform very well in selecting the truly relevant images. In our
implementation, the Feature_Match operator on Line 12 uses
the classic distance ratio from [14].

Algorithm 1: COSTAR mining algorithm

Input: a photo database S = {xi}, each photo xi is attached a
geotag and a set of local features Fi = {fk}.

Result: discard irrelevant photos from S and detect Costars
for the rest photos.

1 for xi ∈ S do

/* D is a set of nearby photos */

2 D = {dj} ←− range query on R-tree index;
3 w ←− compute sparse code with D in Eq.5;

4 if ‖Dw − xi‖
2
> ε then

5 xi is an irrelevant photo;
6 discard xi from S;

7 else

/* xi can be reconstructed by D
within an acceptable error */

8 Sim←− compute SC-similarity in Eq.6;
/* D′

is a set of similar images */

9 D′ = {dj | Simj > τ, dj ∈ D};
10 c[ ]←− 0 ; /* counting the matches */

11 for dj ∈ D′ do

12 {ft} ←− Feature_Match(xi, dj);
13 for f ∈ {ft} do

14 c[t]←− c[t] + 1;

15 Costarsxi
= {fk| c[k] > c, fk ∈ Fi};

There are three parameters in the algorithm, namely ε, τ , and c,
which control the bounds for reconstruction error, the SC-similarity,
and the number of Costars respectively. Varying these parameters
impact the COSTAR mining results. We will discuss the tuning of
these parameters in the experiment section.

5.3 Grid based denoising
As indicated in the fourth column of Figure 5, the Costars pro-

duced by the basic mining algorithm may contain a few false-positive
outliers, which are isolated from the others. These outliers are of-
ten far away from the true-positives on the screen, having some
different colors or textures with them. Therefore, a post-processing
procedure is needed to eliminate the outliers in the output of the
basic mining algorithm.

To remove outlier Costars in an image, we split the image in
screen space into a number of equal-sized grid cells, eg. 8 × 8
cells. For each cell , we need to evaluate (1) the number of Costars
contained in it – a cell containing very few Costars indicates the

5.1 Definition of Costar
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existence of outliers; and (2) the difference of the current cell with
its surrounding cells in low-level visual features – great difference
in colors or textures also indicate outliers.

Thus we define for each cell gk a grid saliency value as

s(gk) = w(gk)
∑

gi 6=gk

S(gi, gk) · e
−d/σ2

g (7)

where w(gk) is the number of Costars contained in cell gk, S(·, ·)
is the low-level visual feature similarity between cell gk and an-

other cell in the same image. e−d/σ2

g is a penalizing factor which
reduces when the distance d between cell gk and gi increases, in-
dicating that the impact of gi diminishes by its distance to gk. A
cell with s(gk) value less than a threshold is considered to be an
outlier region, and the Costars contained in it would be eliminated.
In our prototype, S(·, ·) is computed as the naive color histogram
similarity.

5.4 Speedup with ANN
The Feature_Match operation in Algorithm 1 is very costly,

as it adopts the metric evaluation proposed in [14]. Specifically, the
metric evaluates the ratio between the nearest and the second near-
est neighbor by the Euclidean distance. Matches that are greater
than a threshold value are rejected as false matches. Thus, the high
matching cost is largely due to the operation of computing the n-
earest and the second nearest neighbors in the feature space. As
reported in [11], it takes 2.15378 ∗ 104 seconds to compare a pair
of two 300 × 240 images finding 271 matches, not to mention the
more expensive SIFT matching between high quality photos.

To speed up this matching process, we adopt the Approximate
Nearest Neighbor (ANN) technique, which retrieves the top-k ap-
proximate nearest-neighbours at significantly reduced cost com-
pared to exact NN search in high dimensions. In our method, we
conduct ANN to construct an index for the target image, so the
subsequent nearest neighbor queries can substantially benefit from
it [1]. The degree of approximation and the query performance is
balanced by a parameter ρ (which was originally denoted by ǫ in
[1]). Specifically, a ρ value of 0 degenerates the scheme to exact
NN search and a greater ρ value leads to higher efficiency at the
expense of accuracy. The effect of tuning ρ will be demonstrated
in the experiment.

5.5 Online Annotation
Online annotation is similar to the offline mining process. Given

a query photo q, we utilize the S+V framework to find the top rank-
ing POI p. As a byproduct, we also obtain a set of visually similar
photos during the visual phase of the recognition. This set of pho-
tos, denoted by D′, then undergo the feature matching procedure as
described between Line 11-15 in Algorithm 1. More importantly,
q is only matched with the precomputed Costar features of the im-
ages in D′. The cost of such matching is much less than that on the
original features. With the additional help of ANN, the annotation
can be done in milliseconds.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed

framework on two real-world datasets, Campus 13K which is col-
lected by the students via our Android application and Oxford Build-

ings 5K dataset[2], a well-known published dataset as a benchmark
for image recognition and annotation. Note that images in the Ox-
ford dataset do not contain GPS information. Therefore, it is only
used in the annotation experiment to compare with state-of-the-art
method.

6.1 Experiment Setting

6.1.1 Dataset Description

We extract SIFT features as our local features for each photo in
both datasets. Table 1 lists the details.

Table 1: Dataset Details

dataset #images image size #features/image

Campus13K 13236 640× 480 1014
Oxford5K 5061 1024 × 768 3830

Campus 13K + Flickr 13K Our S+V approach requires the FOV
information to compute the probabilities of POIs. However, most
images from photo sharing Web Service (e.g., Flickr) do not in-
clude such information. To address the issue, we develop a camera
application for Android system to allow users to take photos with
FOV tags. The FOV tags are automatically attached to photos, and
we ask our students to collect an image dataset of the campus us-
ing the application. In particular, we employ 5 students to shoot a
total number of 13236 photos for 322 POIs. Each POI is captured
for many times from arbitrary angles by at least 5 students, so as
to deliberately introduce noises in the photos. After shooting, the
students are required to tag the POI name for each photo. These
POI names are then used as our ground-truth in the experiment.
The dataset contains 10 landmark POIs, each associated with more
than 100 images; and 161 trivial POIs, each associated with less
than 50 images. To simulate a large amount of irrelevant images
in the real word, we add in each POI an equal number of random-
ly selected Flickr photos (Flickr13K). Thus the combined dataset
(Campus13K + Flickr13K) contains 10 landmarks with more than
200 images, and 161 trivial ones having less than 100 images. It
takes on average 27 (90) seconds to mine Costars for a trivial (land-
mark) POI, on a commodity PC with 8 cores and 16GB memory.
Although the Campus13K dataset is small in size, it can effective-
ly simulate the density of photos in urban areas. Notably, a larger
dataset which covers a greater region is not expected to affect the
recognition performance, as the spatial range query ranks the POIs
by their localities.

We randomly select 600 different images from the Campus13K
dataset, which covers the entire POI set, as our queries. Then we
submit a query with FOV information to retrieve the rest images in
the dataset to evaluate the effectiveness of POI recognition.

Oxford Buildings 5K Oxford Buildings 5K is a popular dataset
used in many image retrieval and recognition work. It contain-
s 5062 high quality photos labeled with 11 different landmarks
(POIs) in Oxford. Unfortunately, these photos do not contain G-
PS information, which means that the pFOV model cannot be ap-
plied. However, we can still detect Costars for each landmark. For
the most prominent POI, the Bodleian Library, which includes 275
high quality images, it takes approximately 4 minutes to mine all its
Costars. Then we compare the annotation results of our COSTAR
algorithm with the algorithm proposed in [19], which selects the
so-called “useful features”.

6.1.2 Evaluation Metric for Recognition

Recognition Accuracy We define the recognition accuracy as
the number of correctly recognized queries divided by the total
number of query images.

Accuracy =
#correctly recognized queries

#total queries
(8)
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Figure 6: Tuning the COSTAR mining parameters.

Baseline Approach Besides our proposed framework KC, we al-
so implement state-of-the-art approach, bag-of-visual-words(BOW),
as a baseline, which has a 5K-visual-vocabulary same as the one
generated in [9].

6.2 Tuning Parameters for COSTAR Mining

(1)Effect of ε
ε plays a key role in judging irrelevant photos as a threshold.

Apparently, smaller ε results in more irrelevant photos pruned by
Algorithm 1 as shown in Figure 6(a). In the extreme case, ε = 0
makes all photos in the database become irrelevant since we can
hardly reconstruct a query photo via a few different photos without
any information loss. When ε is large, there would be fewer irrel-
evant photos discarded, which implies that the overhead of query
processing is high. This is a trade-off between the accuracy and
processing cost. In fact, the recognition accuracy does not drop
sharply even for a larger ε, because our S+V framework can still
filter out the irrelevant photos by pFOV culling and sparse coding
techniques. The analysis above is verified by Figure 6(b) and 6(c).
Note that the query cost in Figure 6(c) is actually the summation of
the recognition cost and the annotation cost.

(2)Effect of c
c is an important parameter in COSTAR mining algorithm. It

controls the number of detected Costars in each photo. Larger
c leads to less Costars but more discrimination and robustness.
In other words, we are more confident that Costars belong to the
salient POI region instead of noisy ones such as trees or vehi-
cles. Specifically, the Costars degenerate into original local features
(SIFT feature in current implementation) when c = 0. Figure 6(d)
shows the effect of varying c on both datasets, and Figure 7 illus-
trates a detailed example. With the number of Costars decreased,
the online annotation process incurs less overhead, which is shown
in Figure 6(e). We choose c = 5 in the following experiment for
the trade off between accuracy and efficiency.

(3)Effect of ρ

We use the ANN[1] to facilitate the SIFT matching. ANN scheme

(a) c=0 (b) c=1 (c) c=3

(d) c=5 (e) c=7 (f) c=9

Figure 7: An example to show Costars effected by different

c.(Best viewed in color PDF)

needs to find the nearest neighbor and the 2nd nearest neighbor ef-
ficiently. In [1], error bound ρ controls the degree of approxima-
tion as a tuning parameter. If ρ = 0 (no error is allowed), exactly
k(here, k = 2) nearest neighbors are retrieved. Obviously, larger ρ
leads to a rougher estimation but lower computation cost. We illus-
trate the average accuracy of nearest neighbor and the 2nd nearest
neighbor in the SIFT matching estimated by the ANN as well as
the processing time with different error bounds in Figure 6(f) and
6(g). When ρ < 1.5, both NN and 2nd NN accuracy is close to
99% and the processing cost decreases dramatically compared to
linear scan.

6.3 Results of Recognition
The POI recognition accuracy of the S+V framework is illustrat-

ed in Figure 8(a), where we vary the spatial query box size and plot
the results of different λ values. When λ = 1, the KC scheme de-
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Figure 8: Results of Recognition Accuracy.

generates to a pure spatial method. For comparison, we also plot
the accuracy of the BOW. It can be seen that (1) The pure spa-
tial method alone does not perform well; (2) As the query box ex-
pands, the accuracy of all schemes is significantly improved (when
box size < 120m) because more relevant photos are added into
the candidate image set. However, as the query box size increases
further, the accuracy of pure SC-similarity (λ = 0) declines con-
siderably. This is a clear indication that the recognition problem
becomes more challenging as the search space increases. A more
apparent performance degradation can be observed for the BOW
method, due to the same reason. Fortunately, the problem in SC-
similarity can be neutralized by the geo-relevance in our scheme.
When λ = 0.5, the accuracy is very stable and remains to be above
90%. Such results confirm the effectiveness of our spatio-visual
ranking score.

We also show the effect of COSTAR in Figure 8(b). Compared
with the basic S+V framework, it can be seen that in the case of
pure visual recognition (λ = 0), COSTAR mining considerably im-
proves the accuracy as it removes irrelevant images in the database.
Similar improvement can also be observed when λ = 0.5. These
results verify the effectiveness of our COSTAR enhancement. Ap-
parently, COSTAR has no impact on pure spatial approach (λ = 1).
Thus we only show its result without COSTAR.

Figure 9: Sample images (left), their original features(middle),

and the detected salient regions(right) in Campus13K. (Best

viewed in color PDF)

6.4 Results of Annotation
Annotation Results We show a few annotation examples of Cam-
pus 13K data in Figure 9. It can be seen that the annotated regions
are very well matched with the outdoor appearance of the recog-
nized POIs.

Costars vs. “Useful Features” As mentioned before, we com-
pare Costars with “useful features” proposed in [19] which aims
at extracting useful and robust features from photos(discussed in
Section 2) in Figure 10. It can be seen that our method performs
better. Note that the useful features shown here differ from those il-
lustrated in the original paper, due to the randomness introduced by
the RANSAC method in [19]. This is exactly a major limitation of
[19]. On the contrary, our method is much more stable and robust.
Only those frequently matched features are considered useful and
our proposed grid based denoising method can further eliminate the
false-positive matches, thus refining our final results.

The Oxford5k dataset also contains a subset of 55 images, al-
l manually annotated by a rectangular salient region. Taking each
box region as the ground-truth, we measure the percentage of Costars

and Useful Features appearing in the box (which is considered to
be the positive rate). The result shows that Costars have an average
positive rate of 83%, whereas the “useful features” only produce
61% positive.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the KC project for real-time recog-

nizing and annotating places-of-interest in smartphone photos. The
proposed S+V framework aimed at the basic recognition problem,
leveraging the pFOV model in the spatial phase and the SC-similarity
metric in the visual phase. Based on this framework, we pro-
posed a novel COSTAR mining algorithm to annotate salient re-
gions in noisy photos. In addition, the output of this algorithm
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Figure 10: The “useful features” in [19] (middle column) and

the Costars when c=5 (right column). The original feature

points are shown on the left column.(Best viewed in color PDF)

can be used to filter irrelevant images from the database. Our ex-
periments on real-word datasets confirmed the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques.
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